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The KEY to our collection!
We are pleased to offer a variety of 
formats in our branches for reading 
and listening to books:

HB – hardback book

PB – paperback book

CD – audiobook on CD

MP3CD – audiobook on CD  

in MP3 format

SCLD also offers eBooks and 
digital audiobooks on our 
website. These items require a 
computer for downloading. If 
you want to listen to a digital 
audiobook or read an eBook 
away from a computer, a portable 
device is required (ex. tablets, 
eReaders, and smartphones).

EB – eBook
DAB – digital audiobook

Library News & Information

Big Read: The Call of the Wild
Once again, the Spokane County Library District has received a grant 
from the National Endowment for the Arts to do a Big Read. We will 
be reading Call of the Wild as a community in February. There will be 
activities and programs for children and adults related to the wide 
variety of topics suggested by the book. We’re sure to have something 
for everyone. Stay tuned for more information soon!

A Foundation of Friendship
We’re thrilled to announce the launch of a brand new foundation, The 
Friends of the Spokane County Library District, which unites, supports, and 
works in concert with the existing Friends, who have been doing great 
work on an individual library basis for many years. Together, we hope to 
find new and exciting ways to bring resources, events and support to our 
community. Please visit scldfriends.org to find out more and join us. 

Follow Your Fancy
The library has blogs, written by staff and guest writers, sure to tickle 
your fancy. We write about food, kids, writing and creativity, business, 
geekery, local activities, library resources, and, of course: books. 

Did You Know?
Libraries are busy places. Just last year, 1,387,652 people came 
through the doors of Spokane County Libraries. That’s 137,240 more 
than attended events at the Spokane Arena, INB, Fairgrounds, and 
Convention Center combined. In September, our mailing of fall 
programs under the theme, Create, filled the classes so quickly that 
additional classes were added to the schedule (if you missed getting in 
on any of our Create series, wait until you see what we have planned 
for spring!).

AIRWAY HEIGHTS 
509.893.8250

ARGONNE 
509. 893.8260

CHENEY 
509.893.8280

DEER PARK 
509.893.8300

FAIRFIELD 
509.893.8320

MEDICAL LAKE 
509.893.8330

MORAN PRAIRIE 
509.893.8340

NORTH SPOKANE 
509.893.8350

OTIS ORCHARDS 
509.893.8390

SPOKANE VALLEY 
509.893.8400

Outreach Services are 
designed for those in 
the community who 
are unable to visit any 
of the District’s 10 
libraries. Outreach also 
acts as the local liaison 
for Washington Talking 
Book & Braille Library.
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FICTION
ATKINS, Ace
THE FORSAKEN
Sheriff Quinn Colson has new evidence in a 
thirty-six-year-old cold case. He is determined 
to see justice done. But someone is just as 
determined that he fail.

559 pages   HB  CD

BARCLAY, Robert
THE WIDOW’S WALK
Garrett Richmond was fulfilling a dream to 
renovate an old mansion by the sea when he 
met Constance; who claimed the mansion had 
been her home for 170 years

367 pages   PB  EB

BLACKWELL, Elizabeth
WHILE BEAUTY SLEPT
Elise Dalriss related a story to her great-
granddaughter about a princess asleep in a 
tower for 100 years. Only Elise knows the true 
story, and it was no fairy tale.

647 pages   HB  EB  MP3CD

BROOKS, Terry
THE HIGH DRUID’S BLADE
The ancient sword hung dusty and unpolished 
until Paxon used it to rescue his sister from a 
kidnapper. Then he discovered the legends 
were true. The sword held powerful magic.

531 pages   HB  CD  DAB

BROWN, Holly
DON’T TRY TO FIND ME
Marley left a message, “don’t try to find me”. 
Her parents are sure she wouldn’t run away, so 
they launched a social media campaign, with 
unexpected and frightening results.

512 pages   PB 

BROWN, Sandra
MEAN STREAK
Emory Charbonneau disappeared while 
training for a marathon. Local police suspect 
her husband is involved. Meanwhile, Emory is 
stranded in a cabin with a mysterious stranger 
who won’t tell her his name.

631 pages   HB  CD  DAB

BUNN, T. Davis
THE SIGN PAINTER
Amy found herself living on the streets with her 
daughter. Will she be brave enough to face the 
challenge when a possible job and home come 
her way?

270 pages   HB 

BURKE, James Lee
WAYFARING STRANGER
Weldon Holland survived the Depression, an 
encounter with Bonnie and Clyde, and the Battle 
of the Bulge. He wasn’t prepared for the evil his 
family would encounter in peacetime America.

624 pages   HB  CD  DAB

COULTER, Catherine
POWER PLAY
Natalie’s return to Washington, DC, was 
clouded by rumors that she murdered her 
fiancé. Now someone is trying to kill her. 
Only FBI Special Agent Davis Sullivan believes 
Natalie’s story.

547 pages   HB  CD  EB

CUSSLER, Clive
THE EYE OF HEAVEN
Treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo 
discovered a Viking ship filled with pre-
Columbian artifacts, perfectly preserved in 
Arctic ice. Unfortunately it’s a treasure ruthless 
criminals would kill for.

531 pages   HB  CD  DAB

DOERR, Anthony
ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT SEE
Two very different lives converge in Brittany 
during World War II, when Marie-Laure, a 
blind girl who fled Paris with her father, meets 
Werner, an alumnus of Hitler Youth.

771 pages   HB  CD

FRENCH, Tana
THE SECRET PLACE
The unsolved murder of a teenager haunts 
Detective Stephen Moran. Now he has a lead: a 
picture posted on a school bulletin board with 
the caption “I KNOW WHO KILLED HIM”.

845 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB
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FICTION
GARWOOD, Julie
FAST TRACK
Searching for answers concerning her mother’s 
past, Cordelia hitched a ride to Australia in 
her best friend’s brother’s private jet. Neither 
realized the trip could be deadly.

455 pages   HB  CD

GIFFIN, Emily
THE ONE & ONLY
Shea has always lived in football obsessed 
Walker, Texas. When tragedy strikes, Shea 
wonders if there is more to life, and if she will 
have the courage to seek it.

652 pages   HB 

GOODWIN, Daisy
THE FORTUNE HUNTER
When their lives become entwined because of 
their passion for riding, Empress Elizabeth of 
Austria, Captain Bay Middleton, and Charlotte 
Baird could be jeopardizing their futures and 
their countries.

649 pages   HB  CD  DAB

GRAHAM, Heather
THE CURSED
Hannah enjoys a relationship with the resident 
ghosts at her Key West B&B. But she’s dismayed 
when the spirit of a recent murder victim 
appears in her kitchen, seeking help.

416 pages  HB  MP3CD  EB

GRAY, Shelley Shepard
THANKFUL
Aden and Christina were raised as brother and 
sister following his parents’ death. They always 
believed God chose them to be man and wife. 
Will family misunderstandings keep them apart?

295 pages   HB 

GREANEY, Mark
SUPPORT AND DEFEND
Dominic Caruso works for a top-secret U.S. 
agency. He is pursuing Ethan Ross, a mid-level 
staffer who has disappeared with sensitive 
data. National security hinges on Dominic 
finding him first.

693 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

GREGORY, Philippa
THE KING’S CURSE
Margaret is thrilled to be summoned to be chief 
lady-in-waiting to Queen Katherine, new wife 
of King Henry VIII, but she soon learns that life 
at court is not peaceful, or safe.

903 pages   HB  CD

GRIFFIN, W.E.B.
TOP SECRET
Following World War II, James Cronley is 
recruited to spy on the Soviets. He soon 
discovers that some of the enemies of the U.S. 
wear the same uniform he does.

695 pages   HB  CD  EB

HAYES, Terry
I AM PILGRIM
Murders in Chicago, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and 
Afghanistan are all connected to a plot to 
commit an appalling crime against humanity. 
Only the man called Pilgrim can decipher  
the clues.

833 pages   HB CD EB

HUNTER, Stephen
SNIPER’S HONOR
Kathy Reilly is researching a legendary WWII 
female sniper, assisted by former Marine, Bob 
Lee Swagger. It’s fortunate Bob Lee is there, 
because someone doesn’t want the story 
revealed.

510 pages   HB  CD

JACKSON, Lisa
DESERVES TO DIE
In Grizzly Falls, Montana Detectives Selena 
Alvarez and Regan Pescoli have a murder 
to investigate. As clues add up, their fears 
increase. A serial killer has come to Grizzly Falls.

478 pages   HB  CD  EB

KINGSBURY, Karen
ANGELS WALKING
Tyler, a former baseball star, Sami, Tyler’s former 
love, and Virginia, an Alzheimer’s patient, all 
learn that seemingly insignificant actions can 
bring healing and redemption, especially with 
some heavenly intervention.

483 pages   HB  CD
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FICTION
KRUEGER, William Kent
WINDIGO ISLAND
Cork O’Connor is investigating the death of an 
Ojibwe girl. Cork is sure the evil isn’t a mythical 
being, but sex traffickers and officials willing to 
look the other way.

549 pages   HB  CD

LEWIS, Beverly
THE RIVER
Tilly and Ruth, sisters who left their Amish 
community years ago, return for their parents’ 
anniversary celebration. It’s a difficult reunion 
because all are seeking acceptance and 
redemption.

382 pages   PB

MONROE, Mary Alice
THE SUMMER WIND
When they were children, “Mamaw” Muir’s 
granddaughters spent their summers together 
at her island cottage. Now they are gathered 
for one last summer sharing strength for the 
changes to come.

519 pages   HB  CD

MORIARTY, Liane
BIG LITTLE LIES
In a small beach town, parents who met in their 
childrens’ kindergarten class form a friendship. 
Unfortunately, one parent dies at a fundraiser. 
Was it a tragic accident, or murder?

677 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

OLIVER, Lauren
ROOMS
Richard Walker’s long estranged family gather 
at his country house following his death. They 
discover ghosts in residence. The human and 
spirit worlds are about to collide.

414 pages   PB 

PATTERSON, James
BURN
Detective Michael Bennett and his family 
are finally able to return to New York City, 
but Bennett’s new job with the Outreach 
Squad draws him into a terrifying criminal 
underground.

476 pages   HB  CD  DAB

PATTERSON, Richard North
EDEN IN WINTER
Following the death of his father, Adam Blaine 
is trying to keep his family together. The 
officials that are investigating the death believe 
Adam may be shielding a killer. 

519 pages   HB  CD DAB

PRESTON, Douglas
THE KRAKEN PROJECT
Melissa created an artificial-intelligence 
program intended to guide a NASA probe and 
named it “Dorothy.” When Dorothy escapes 
into the Internet, Melissa must decide: Save 
Dorothy or destroy her?

454 pages   HB  CD  DAB

PRESTON, Douglas
THE LOST ISLAND
Master thief Gideon Crew lives on borrowed 
time. His employer has tasked him with stealing 
a treasure map. If located, this treasure could 
profoundly affect all humankind and save 
Gideon.

497 pages   HB  CD

ROLLINS, James
THE 6TH EXTINCTION
A frantic distress call brings the Sigma Force to 
a remote research station. Every living thing 
is dead; killed by an ancient evil that must be 
stopped at all costs.

669 pages   PB  DAB  EB

ROSS, Ann B.
ETTA MAE’S WORST BAD-LUCK DAY
Tired of trailer-park life, Etta Mae wants to snag 
a rich husband. Her potential fiancé’s family is 
determined she won’t succeed and too many 
“exes” keep interfering with her plans.

459 pages   HB  CD

ROWELL, Rainbow
LANDLINE
Georgie knows her marriage is crumbling. She 
and her husband Neal still love each other, but 
that seems beside the point. An opportunity to 
fix things leads to uncomfortable choices.

471 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB
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FICTION
SHAARA, Jeff
THE SMOKE AT DAWN
In 1863, Union triumphs in the Civil War are 
marred by careless missteps, so President 
Lincoln elevated Ulysses Grant to command the 
entire theater. Meanwhile, Confederate forces 
struggle with disharmony.

756 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

SILVA, Daniel
THE HEIST
In an effort to clear the name of a friend 
accused of murder, Gabriel Allon, art restorer 
and spy, must recover a missing masterpiece 
from a brutal dictator.

599 pages   PB  CD  DAB

SLAUGHTER, Karin
COP TOWN
1974 in Atlanta was not easy for female cops. 
Partners, Kate and Maggie, were determined 
to prove themselves; even if it meant venturing 
into the dark heart of the city.

573 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

SMITH, Jake
WISH
James’ 9-year-old son is undergoing cancer 
treatment. His son has a wish: he wants to see 
James play in a major league baseball game. Is 
James up to the challenge?

383 pages   HB  EB

SNELLING, Lauraine
HEAVEN SENT RAIN
Dinah has an ordered life, a luxury apartment, 
and is the CEO of her own company. Everything 
changes when she meets a seven-year-old boy 
and his scruffy dog.

428 pages   HB  EB  DAB

STEEL, Danielle
A PERFECT LIFE
Blaise seems to have a perfect life. But 
everything is turned upside down when her 
blind teenage daughter and her daughter’s 
handsome caregiver move into Blaise’s 
apartment.

369 pages   PB  CD

STEINHAUER, Olen
THE CAIRO AFFAIR
Sophie watches, horrified, as her husband is 
assassinated in Budapest. Instead of following 
his body home to Boston, Sophie goes to Cairo 
and the only man she can trust.

615 pages   HB  DAB

THOR, Brad
ACT OF WAR
A deadly string of events forces America’s 
new president to turn to Scot Harvath to head 
two dangerous covert operations. Secrecy is 
paramount; discovery will constitute an act of 
war.

617 pages   HB  CD  DAB

UMRIGAR, Thrity
THE STORY HOUR
Psychologist, Dr. Maggie Bose, has always 
maintained an emotional distance from her 
patients. But now, a young woman who 
attempted suicide has Maggie confronting 
painful memories from her own life.

444 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

WHITE, Kate
EYES ON YOU
Robin is a well-known author and TV host who 
rebuilt her life and career. Now someone is 
orchestrating nasty incidents that shake her 
confidence, and possibly threaten her life.

418 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

WINSPEAR, Jacqueline
THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF LIES
Friends since childhood, Kezia and Thea 
exchange letters that disguise their troubles as 
Europe enters a war in 1914. These letters may 
save them from the enemy.

429 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

WOODS, Stuart
CUT AND THRUST
During a big political convention in L.A., Stone 
Barrington discovers that some attendees have 
less than honorable intentions. It’s up to Stone 
to arrange a desirable outcome.

369 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB
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MYSTERY
ALBERT, Susan Wittig
THE DARLING DAHLIAS AND THE SILVER 
DOLLAR BUSH
With the bank closed, the citizens of Darling decide to 
print temporary currency. When this “funny money” 
disappears, it’s up to the Dahlias to save the day.

443 pages   HB 

ANDREWS, Donna
THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE EMUS
Meg discovers that her long-lost grandmother lived 
in a nearby town, but recently died under suspicious 
circumstances. Meg and her family embark on a zany 
plan to uncover the truth.

501 pages   HB  CD  DAB

BLACK, Cara
MURDER IN PIGALLE
Investigator Aimee Leduc is frightened and 
saddened by attacks on teenage girls in the Pigalle 
neighborhood. But it’s not personal…until the 
daughter of a friend disappears.

457 pages   HB  DAB  EB

CAIN, Chelsea
ONE KICK
Kidnapped as a child and rescued years later, Kick 
Lannigan didn’t fit into society. As an adult, asked to help 
locate missing children, her unique talents are invaluable.

459 pages HB  CD  DAB

CATES, Bailey
CHARMS AND CHOCOLATE CHIPS
Busy with her job and volunteer work, Katie barely 
has time to practice her witchcraft. When one of her 
fellow volunteers is found dead, Katie’s magic helps 
find a killer.

393 pages   PB 

COLEMAN, Reed Farrel
ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLIND SPOT
When a young woman is murdered in Paradise, Jesse 
Stone has to cut short his reunion with his former 
baseball team. Unfortunately, his prime suspect is a 
former teammate.

507 pages   HB  CD  DAB

COLLINS, Kate
SEED NO EVIL
Abby is juggling wedding plans, problems at her flower 
shop, and health issues. But everything is put on hold 
when her mother becomes a suspect in a murder.

431 pages   PB 

COLLINS, Kate
THROW IN THE TROWEL
Abby and Marco are back from their honeymoon. 
Things are rosy until Marco discovers a skeleton buried 
in the basement of his bar. Now there’s a killer who’s 
getting nervous.

423 pages   PB

DAHEIM, Mary
THE ALPINE YEOMAN
Newlyweds Emma Lord and Sheriff Milo Dodge have 
their honeymoon cut short by murder and mayhem. 
Something strange is happening in the small town of 
Alpine, Washington.

503 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

FLUKE, Joanne
VIDEO KILL
L.A. is the scene for something horrible. A killer is 
recreating crimes from Alfred Hitchcock movies. 
Although they don’t know it yet, Allison and Katy 
could be his next “leading ladies.”

447 pages PB  EB

FRIEDMAN, Daniel
DON’T EVER LOOK BACK
Buck Schatz is an 80-year-old retired cop. When a 
robber he couldn’t put behind bars asks for his help, 
Buck wavers, but the thought of clearing unsolved 
cases is irresistible.

419 pages   HB  DAB

HAYDER, Mo
WOLF
A wandering dog with a note reading “HELP US” on its 
collar, spurs an investigation by D.I Jack Caffery. All he 
knows so far is that it’s a race against time.

587 pages   HB  DAB
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MYSTERY
HUNT, James Patrick
THE DETECTIVE
Five people are found murdered at a Chicago train stop, 
after a blizzard. New detective David Beckman will see 
the worst of Chicago as he searches for the killer.

429 pages   HB 

JANCE, J. A.
REMAINS OF INNOCENCE
Sheriff Joanna Brady and her department are stretched 
to the limit as they investigate the murder of a disabled 
man and ascertain who is threatening the sister of the 
local Medical Examiner.

508 pages   PB  DAB  EB

KELLERMAN, Faye
MURDER 101
Detective Peter Decker and his wife Rena have 
relocated from L.A. to Greenbury, New York. Now 
Decker uncovers a web of nasty secrets, while working 
for the local police.

588 pages   PB  DAB

MACNEAL, Susan Elia
THE PRIME MINISTER’S SECRET AGENT
Maggie Hope has returned to Scotland from a secret 
mission in Berlin. Her time for healing is cut short 
when MI-5 asks for help much closer to home.

447 pages   PB  DAB  EB

MACRAE, Molly
SPINNING IN HER GRAVE
Shopkeeper and weaver Kath Rutledge isn’t prepared 
for mayhem during the re-enactment of a local battle, 
especially when one of the participants is shot with a 
modern gun.

441 pages   PB  EB

MARON, Margaret
DESIGNATED DAUGHTERS
“Who would kill a woman on her deathbed?” That’s 
the question that Judge Deborah Knott asked when her 
Aunt Rachel was murdered. The investigation reveals 
suspects very close to home.

411 pages   HB  DAB  EB

PENNY, Louise
THE LONG WAY HOME
Happily retired former Chief Inspector Gamache is 
reluctant to leave the village of Three Pines. But a 
friend needs help and Gamache sets out to save a man 
from himself.

605 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

PERRY, Anne
BLOOD ON THE WATER
Commander of the River Police William Monk 
witnessed the explosion of a pleasure boat that sent 
hundreds to their death. Is the crime connected to the 
soon-to-be-opened Suez Canal?

513 pages   HB  CD

REICHS, Kathy
BONES NEVER LIE
Forensic pathologist, Dr. Temperance Brennan is on 
a team investigating child murders in Canada and the 
U.S. Temperance almost caught the killer once before, 
now the stakes are much higher.

478 pages   PB  CD  DAB

ROBB, J.D.
FESTIVE IN DEATH
Personal Trainer Trey Ziegler’s “love ‘em and leave 
‘em” philosophy provides a long list of suspects when 
NYPSD Lieutenant Eve Dallas tries to unravel the 
mystery of his untimely death.

557 pages   HB  CD  MP3CD  EB

SEFTON, Maggie
YARN OVER MURDER
Kelly and her knitting pals raced to rescue a friends 
alpacas from a wildfire. Unfortunately for one of the 
group,  what began as a good deed turned into murder.

373 pages   HB  EB

TODD, Charles
AN UNWILLING ACCOMPLICE
Nurse Bess Crawford was ordered to accompany a 
wounded soldier to Buckingham Palace. When the 
soldier disappears and is suspected of murder, Bess 
must prove she was not his accomplice.

503 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB
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NONFICTION
ASTOR, Bart
ROADMAP FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
306.38 ASTOR 
The rules have changed for life after 50. This AARP 
roadmap offers guidance on all the things you need to 
consider for the second half of your life.

403 pages   HB  EB

BERNSTEIN, J. B.
MILLION DOLLAR ARM
796.092 BERNSTE
Sports agent J.B. Bernstein hosted Million Dollar Arm, 
a reality TV show, in India. The prize: a shot at major 
league baseball and a chance to escape incredible 
poverty.

254   HB

BRYSK, Miriam M.
AMIDST THE SHADOWS OF TREES
940.5318 BRYSK
Miriam Brysk and her parents survived the Holocaust 
by joining the Partisans. Told from her perspective as a 
child, this is a remarkable story of courage.

255 pages   HB 

DENIZET-LEWIS, Benoit
TRAVELS WITH CASEY
636.7 DENIZET
The author chronicles encounters with an amazing cast 
of dogs and their humans on a journey with Casey, his 
Labrador-mix, that spanned four months, 13,000 miles 
and 32 states.

551 pages   HB 

EDSEL, Robert M.
THE MONUMENTS MEN
940.531 EDSEL
While Hitler’s troops were plundering and destroying 
great works of art, a special group of British and 
American soldiers risked their lives to rescue priceless 
treasures, and preserve history.

753 pages   HB  DAB  EB

HEYMANN, C. David
JOE AND MARILYN
791.4302 HEYMANN
The love affair, marriage, and divorce of Joe DiMaggio 
and Marilyn Monroe caused an unparalleled sensation. 
We now have a chance to look inside a famously tragic 
romance.

689 pages   HB 

HOLDEN, Wendy
HAATCHI & LITTLE B
636.7 HOLDEN
“Little B” has a rare genetic disorder that confines him 
to a wheelchair. Haatchi is an abused dog in need of a 
good home. Together they are invincible.

285 pages   HB 

KEILLOR, Garrison
THE KEILLOR READER
818.54 KEILLOR
Popular radio host Garrison Keillor became a 
professional writer at age thirteen writing for the Anoka 
Herald. This is a collection of varied pieces from his 
celebrated career.

719 pages   HB  EB

LITTAUER, Marita
WIRED THAT WAY
155.26 LITTAUE 
Marita Littauer has a plan to help each of us understand 
why we behave the way we do and use that information 
to better get along with others.

438 pages   PB

OSTEEN, Joel
YOU CAN YOU WILL
248.4 OSTEEN
Pastor Joel Osteen provides eight solid principles to 
help you reach success in your life.

234 pages   HB  CD
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SCOTTOLINE, Lisa
HAVE A NICE GUILT TRIP
818.5402 SCOTTOL
The mother-daughter team, Lisa and Francesca, are 
back with a collection of stories about family, fighting, 
laughter, and love.

381 pages   HB  DAB  CD  EB

STEVENS, John Paul
SIX AMENDMENTS
342.7303 STEVENS
Former U.S. Supreme Court justice, John Paul 
Stevens, proposes amendments to the Constitution that 
he feels would strengthen and renew the foundation of 
our great nation.

243 pages   HB  EB

CLINTON, Hillary Rodham
HARD CHOICES
B CLINTON
This memoir details the years Hillary Clinton spent as 
Secretary of State, and the difficult decisions that she 
and her colleagues had to make.

925 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

EYMAN, Scott
JOHN WAYNE
B WAYNE
Scott Eyman has gathered interviews with Wayne, his 
family, and co-stars to give us a picture of John Wayne’s 
life from childhood, to becoming an American legend.

931 pages   HB 

KERMAN, Piper
ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK
B KERMAN
Piper made some bad choices in her youth. Years later, 
as a Smith College alumna, with a career and family, 
these choices caught up with her and she became 
inmate #11187-424. 

561 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

LOWE, Rob
LOVE LIFE
B LOWE
Actor Rob Lowe shares his observations about his life’s 
ups and downs, both commercial and personal.

381 pages   HB  DAB

MILLS, Marja
THE MOCKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR
B LEE
Journalists and literary pilgrims have trekked to 
Monroeville, Alabama, home of author Harper Lee, for 
decades. Only Marja Mills was granted access to this 
beloved, reclusive author.

423 pages   HB  DAB  EB

NORTHUP, Solomon
TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE
B NORTHUP
A free man, Solomon Northup was kidnapped and sold 
into slavery in 1841. This is the story of his physical 
and emotional hardships, and the resilience of his spirit.

351 pages   HB  DAB  EB

SALLY RIDE
SHERR, Lynn
B RIDE
As the first American woman in space, Sally Ride made 
history, both as a NASA astronaut and as a co-founder 
of a company that promotes science literacy and 
education. 

667 pages   HB 

SUSKIND, Ron
LIFE, ANIMATED
B SUSKIND
Owen Suskind is an autistic boy who didn’t speak for 
years, but memorized dozens of Disney movies and 
used the movie dialog to communicate with his family.

577 pages   HB 

NONFICTION
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BOYLE, Elizabeth
IF WISHES WERE EARLS
Harriet was certain the Earl of Roxley was going to 
propose. Now she’s mystified because he’s ignoring her. 
Little does she know that the Earl is actually trying to 
keep her safe.

493 pages   HB  EB

CANE, Emma
A PROMISE AT BLUEBELL HILL
Monica was attracted to Travis when he walked into her 
flower shop. The feeling was mutual, but Travis was 
on assignment and he couldn’t let a sexy florist distract 
him.

465 pages   HB  EB

CARR, Robyn
THE HOMECOMING
The sudden end of Seth’s sports career gave him the 
opportunity to return home a better, more humble 
version of himself. Can this new Seth reclaim Iris’ 
heart?

437 pages   HB  CD

CARR, Susanna
SECRETS OF A BOLLYWOOD MARRIAGE
Tina and Dev’s whirlwind romance and marriage made 
them Bollywood royalty. Unfortunately, there’s trouble 
in paradise. Now they must ignore everyone’s advice 
and listen to their hearts.

288 pages HB 

DAILEY, Janet
TEXAS TRUE
Natalie always found Beau hard to resist, but when 
he joined the army, he stopped writing and she 
married Slade. Now Beau is back and Slade is dead. 
Coincidence?

421 pages   HB 

FEATHER, Jane
RUSHED TO THE ALTAR
Jasper Sullivan stands to inherit a large fortune if he 
rescues and marries a fallen woman. He soon discovers 
the pretty prostitute he has chosen is not what she seems.

551 pages   HB 

ROMANCE
FEEHAN, Christine
AIR BOUND
As a child with extraordinary talents, Airiana was 
placed in a secret government program. Years later, 
kidnappers want to exploit her talents. Her only hope is 
the mysterious Maxim. 

561 pages   HB  CD  DAB  EB

FOLEY, Gaelen
MY DANGEROUS DUKE
Warrington men have been unlucky in love. The current 
Duke, Rohan Kilburn, vowed to devote his life to 
serving his country, but the unexpected appearance of 
Kate may be his undoing.

631 pages   HB  EB

GOODMAN, Jo
IN WANT OF A WIFE
Her future looked bleak, so in 1891 Jane answered an 
ad for a mail order bride in Wyoming. Now she must 
convince Morgan Longstreet that she’s perfect for the 
job.

597 pages   HB  DAB

JEFFRIES, Sabrina
WHEN THE ROGUE RETURNS
A great misunderstanding separated Victor and Isabella 
soon after their wedding. Now they have met again, but 
circumstances are strange. Isabella is masquerading as 
the fiancée of another man.

451 pages   HB 

JENKINS, Beverly
DESTINY’S EMBRACE
Rancher Logan Yates and his housekeeper Mariah 
Cooper bickered constantly, but underneath there were 
feelings that neither had the courage to confess.

347 pages   HB 

KAUFFMAN, Donna
SANDPIPER ISLAND
Ford came back to Blueberry Cove to save endangered 
birds. Delia is fighting to save her diner. They can 
accomplish more together, and maybe rescue their 
hearts in the process. 

481 pages   PB
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KENDRICK, Beth
CURE FOR THE COMMON BREAKUP
Summer Benson is starting over in Black Dog Bay. She 
likes her new job, but her employer has old scores to 
settle and a hidden agenda involving Summer.

383 pages   HB  EB

LAURENS, Stephanie
THE LADY CHOSEN
In need of a wife, Tristan, Earl of Trentham, proposed 
to Leonora Carling. Leonora didn’t want to marry, until 
a threat to her family caused her to reconsider Tristan’s 
proposal.

618 pages   PB  EB

MACOMBER, Debbie
BRIDES FOR BROTHERS
Abbey wants a new beginning, so she accepts an offer 
to become a potential bride in remote Hard Luck, 
Alaska. But Abbey neglected to mention she’s arriving 
with two children.

475 pages   HB  CD

MACOMBER, Debbie
LOVE LETTERS
Proprietor of the Rose Harbor Inn, Jo Marie has worked 
extensively with Mark, her handyman. Jo Marie insists 
they are “just friends,” but this “friend” is often on her 
mind.

416 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

MACOMBER, Debbie
MR. MIRACLE
Addie tries to avoid her neighbor, Erich, because they 
mix like oil and water. Fortunately, the Christmas 
season and a little angelic intervention will help them 
see beyond their differences.

251 pages   PB  CD

MCCOY, Shirlee
THE HOUSE ON MAIN STREET
Tessa was back in Apple Valley cleaning out the house 
she inherited. The last person she wanted to see was 
Cade. But Cade definitely wanted to see her.

429 pages   HB 

ROMANCE
MILLER, Linda Lael
THE MARRIAGE PACT
Hadleigh and her single friends have a plan to find “Mr. 
Right. She didn’t expect Tripp Galloway to come back 
to town and complicate everything.

366 pages   HB  CD  DAB

PHILLIPS, Susan Elizabeth
HEROES ARE MY WEAKNESS
Currently jobless, Annie is staying at Moonraker 
Cottage. Theo lives in the mansion on the cliff. Annie 
remembers Theo as a villain, but it’s been eighteen 
years. Has something changed?

531 pages   PB  CD  DAB  EB

POWER, Elizabeth
A CLASH WITH CANNAVARO
Billionaire Emiliano Cannavaro wants to have custody 
of his orphaned nephew. The boy is currently with his 
aunt Lauren. But Lauren won’t be bought, and sparks 
are going to fly.

284 pages   HB

SMITH, Deborah
THE PICKLE QUEEN
The bad blood between the Wakefields and the 
MacBrides is a hundred years old. Will Gabby 
MacBride and Jay Wakefield be the ones to finally settle 
the feud?

319 pages   HB  EB

WIGGS, Susan
THE BEEKEEPER’S BALL
Isabel is transforming her childhood home into a 
destination cooking school. Everything was proceeding 
as planned until a journalist named Cormac turned up to 
unearth her family secrets.

493 pages   HB  CD  EB

WILLIAMS, Beatriz
THE SECRET LIFE OF VIOLET GRANT
Vivian took a job at Metropolitan magazine, to her 
family’s dismay. A  delivery of documents, at work, 
from an unknown aunt, become a writer’s dream and 
her family’s nightmare.

627 pages   HB  DAB  EB
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BRANDVOLD, Peter
THE OLD WOLVES
Deputy Spurr Morgan’s last assignment before 
retirement is to escort a prisoner back to Denver. It 
seemed routine until Spurr discovers that the prisoner is 
his old nemesis, Boomer Drago.

477 pages   PB

CLAGETT, Thomas D.
THE PURSUIT OF MURIETA
California Rangers are pursuing notorious outlaw 
Joaquin Murieta as he tries to return to Mexico. 
Unfortunately, the Rangers have a problem. There 
seems to be more than one Joaquin Murieta.

353 pages   PB 

COTTON, Ralph
HANGMAN’S CHOICE
Deputy Sullivan Hart is pursuing “Los Pistoleros.” 
Charlie Sims has a score to settle with “Los Pistoleros,” 
too. They can’t team up because Sims is also a wanted 
man.

469 pages   PB

FOSTER, Bennett
SEVEN SLASH RANGE
When President Roosevelt proclaimed that fences on 
public property had to come down, Marshal Cody 
Venture had to enforce the law, even if it meant trouble 
for his family.

262 pages   HB

GREY, Zane
BUFFALO STAMPEDE
This is the epic story of thundering herds of buffalo, the 
great hunt that decimated them, and the battle between 
the Plains Indians and the buffalo hunters.

493 pages   HB

HODGSON, Ken
DEVIL’S BOUNTY
Bounty hunter Dallas Handley rode into Devil’s Gate 
expecting to collect reward money. Instead, he’s jailed 
and sentenced to hang. When help arrives, Devil’s Gate 
will never be the same.

355 pages   PB

WESTERN
JOHNSTONE, J.A.
THE LONER
Conrad Browning was a successful businessman, but 
after bandits kidnapped his wife, he falsified his death 
and became “The Loner,” a man bent on vengeance 
and revenge.

326 pages   HB  EB

JOHNSTONE, William W.
FORTY TIMES A KILLER!
John Wesley Hardin became a killer at fifteen, then a 
legend, then a target for gunslingers on both sides of 
the law.

437 pages   PB  EB

JOHNSTONE, William W.
A LONE STAR CHRISTMAS
It’s December 1890. A cattle drive from Dodge, Kansas 
back to Fort Worth becomes a pursuit by Indians and 
rustlers, then a blizzard leaves the Jensens hoping for a 
miracle.

517 pages   PB  EB

LAW, Steven
BRAVE SONORA
Enrique and his friends became legends when they 
took down the notorious Antonio Valdar. When 
Enrique is taken prisoner years later, the old crew 
gathers again for justice.

327 pages   PB

MAYO, Matthew P.
BLOOD TRAIL TO TALL PINE
After being attacked by bandits, Roamer was hoping 
for a meal and a bed in Tall Pine. Instead, he’s jailed for 
murder. Can he convince the town they’re wrong?

213 pages   PB

SMITH, Cotton
SORREL MOON
Ethan was blinded by a wild horse, but still manages 
his ranch with his brothers. When outlaws attack, Ethan 
goes after them, on the horse that cost him his sight.

463 pages   PB


